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Aventurine Goes Black-Tie!
Add an air of sophistication to fusing designs with new System 96® Aventurine
Black. Delicate metallic flecks shimmer like a field of tiny diamonds on a rich, black
background. Aventurine Black … understated-elegance for the System 96 fuser.

Aventurine BLACK Stock Number: 1009AVSF

NEW! System 96 Aventurine
Ever-Green Christmas Trees

I Dream of OpalArt™

Festive Aventurine Ever-Green Tree CutUps™
are sure to add pizzazz to the season’s holiday
fusing projects. Whether decorated or left
“au natural,” added as an accessory to a larger
piece or simply fused with a hook for an
instant ornament— these Aventurine EverGreens are sure to put a sparkle in your eye.

Leslie Gibbs, of Gibbs Art Glass, Hollywood, FL illustrates how to take full
advantage of the swirling patterns inherent
in Spectrum’s System 96 OpalArt to
compliment a design. By utilizing
the artistic swirls to enhance the
effect of smoke rising from
her Magic Lantern, Leslie
adds depth and interest
to the piece. She also
incorporated curved
wires to finish off the
smoke trails, as well as
a few fused elements
in the lantern for
additional dimension.

Glass Craft & Bead Expo

April 7th - 11th — In Las Vegas!
(With those numbers, everyone wins!)
Glass Craft & Bead Expo is pulling out the stops in their effort to make 2010
a truly world class consumer event. Over 220 workshops will be offered in
an incredible variety of glass arts, all taught by the leading professionals in
our industry. Over 130 vendors will be displaying and demonstrating all the
newest and most exciting products and tools. Of course, you can always
count on your favorites such as the annual auction, Gallery of Excellence,
and even the wildly popular bowling night will be back!
For more class info or to register, please visit www.glasscraftexpo.com.
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Patterns of the Month

Dragonfly
From the book

Retro Heart

“Beginner’s Luck”
Mari Stein

Spectrum Glass

Fresh Fish
From the book

“Warm Glass Plates & Platters”
Dione- Roberts

Farmhouse

Sara Peterson
Spectrum Glass

Let It Snow

Sara Peterson
Spectrum Glass

Spectrum Glass

